**New Locking Shoulder Joint from College Park**

Formerly the LTI Locking Shoulder Joint, the new AXIS® has been re-engineered by College Park. With a patented friction hinge, the shoulder joint is operated with simple switches that simplify harnessing by eliminating the need for gross body movements. The AXIS is able to be integrated with all upper limb control systems with a special channel to conceal and protect power cables. Unlike any product on the market, the AXIS provides better task control, a natural range of motion, and ease of use for the patient’s daily life.

Learn more at [https://www.college-park.com/axis-shoulder-joint](https://www.college-park.com/axis-shoulder-joint)

---

**ALPS SP High Density Liner**

The SP High Density Liner features black fabric that allows for stability for active patients. The SP Liner has similar characteristics as silicone but provides the superior comfort of gel.

ALPS  
2895 42nd Ave. North  
St. Petersburg, FL. 33714  
800/574/5426  
[www.easyliner.com](http://www.easyliner.com)

---

**BULLDOG TOOLS®**

Since 1997, we have been a family owned and operated, Genuine U.S.A. Company specializing in designing, engineering, and manufacturing our own line of certified high quality precision products and materials for the orthotic and prosthetic industries. At Bulldog Tools, you’ll receive straight forward and honest business practices and it is our goal to provide you with the best products in the industry, and always at the best price!

We treat our customers with the respect they deserve, always trying to provide custom requests, and continuously delivering new and innovative products. If you haven’t tried Bulldog, now is the time. Call us today to receive your new catalog.

We are happy to announce the release of our newly redesigned website! Please stop by and check out our updated look!

**GENUINE U.S.A. MADE – EXCELLENT QUALITY – COMPETITIVE PRICING**

For more information contact Bulldog Tools at:  
877-962-0205  

---

**Pro-Flex® LP Low Profile, High Dynamics™**

Your patients don’t have to sacrifice performance for a lower build height. Because Pro-Flex LP by Össur harnesses the mechanical power of our patented three-blade Pro-Flex design to achieve energy return comparable to a standard height Variflex® foot. We recommend coupling Pro-Flex LP with Unity sleeveless vacuum, which adds minimal weight and no extra build height, and does not interfere with the foot’s dynamics.

Visit [ossur.com/proflex](http://ossur.com/proflex) to learn more.
Endolite Introduces Breathable Liner Technology for Drier Skin and Socket Security

The Silcare Breathe Silicone Liner features laser drilled perforations to allow moisture to escape, resulting in drier skin and a healthier environment for the residual limb. Managing moisture in this way helps to reduce the damaging effects of friction and improve comfort and control.

- **Stretch Zones** – seamless technology provides bi-directional stretch to improve comfort and contouring and reduce shear force on the knee as it flexes.
- **Laser Perforations** – Optimally sized pores, distributed uniformly along the length and distal end of the liner permit the escape of air and moisture.
- **Tendresse Finish** – A lower coefficient of friction that standard silicone reduces shear stress on the skin.

For more information contact Endolite at: 800.548.3534 or visit www.endolite.com or silcareliners.com

Grace Prosthetic Fabrication is Excited to Introduce You to Our Newest MVP

Our 1210-S2 and 1210-S2v. Newly redesigned with a sleek double bore, notched tie-in plate the 1210-S2 and the counterpart our Royal Blue 1210-S2v suction valve are NOW available! At only $30 for the plate and $30 for the NEW suction valve they are a tremendous value!

Get yours today directly from GPFICN.com or by calling 1-800-940-5347.

Dynamic Chopart Gait Stabilizer

This unique AFO has been designed for Chopart amputees that wish to remain active. Often a traditional full length AFO for this patient will be stiff - feeling unnatural. Using a hinged ankle and flexible foot plate with a segmented dynamic filler allows flexion before providing a ‘stop’ that protects the residuum and prevents shoe vamp collapse. The PTB design and the anterior shell re-distribute ground reaction forces up the lower extremity.

Visit Hersco.com for more info or call the lab toll FREE (800) 301 8275.
www.hersco.com

Unloader® Knee Braces by Össur – Clinically Proven to Reduce OA Knee Pain

Unloader knee bracing: a proven biomechanical solution for a biomechanical problem. More than 15 clinical studies demonstrate the efficacy of Unloader technology. With medical guidelines requiring conservative treatments prior to surgery, why not try a non-invasive, non-pharmacological, clinically-proven option first?

Building on more than 25 years of experience, Össur has developed an OA knee bracing product line with a variety of both custom and pre-fabricated options, for all activity levels and body types. Össur continues to introduce new technologies that improve comfort and pain relief.

Learn more at ossur.com/oa-solutions
Thuasne USA Now Selling the Eclipse Universal Cervical Collar

Townsend and Quinn Medical are pleased to introduce the Eclipse Universal Cervical Collar. The Eclipse advances the cervical collar with innovative ergonomics, high strength, and superior adjustability. The simple height adjustment allows for easy fitting with fifteen settings for precise positioning. And the unique snap closure system allows patients to consistently replicate the clinician's initial fit. The products are PDAC approved for L0172 and L0174, and Thuasne USA is the exclusive distributor of the eclipse collar to the O&P industry.

Contact your Thuasne USA representative for a product demonstration. Please visit ThuasneUSA.com for more information on Thuasne USA products and programs.

Come see our workshops at the AOPA World Congress Meeting!

Sept 6-9, 2017 – Las Vegas

Don't Fear Change! Modular Adjustable Carbon Dynamic Bracing Exists! And the all “NEW” Hybrid Crossover knee! Learn about PDE™ modular dynamic springs and Reaktiv™ carbon braces and the new Crossover knee, and how these transformative devices can change your patients' lives.

Wednesday, September 6th.

Time: 1:00 – 5:00pm
Room: Breakers I

For more information, please feel free to contact us or visit us at booth 855.

Phone: 800.322.8324
Web: www.fabtechsystems.com

Endolite Introduces EchelonVAC for exceptional control and comfort.

Optimal socket connection is critical to an amputee's comfort, security and stability. By pairing Biomimetic Hydraulic Technology with an elevated vacuum system, the design of EchelonVAC works to create a secure and comfortable socket connection.

- Biomimetic Hydraulic Technology with integrated elevated vacuum
- No power required, quiet gentle operation
- Lightweight, compact design
- Low Build height
- E-carbon springs for efficient energy return
- Split toe design for ground compliance on uneven terrain
- Weatherproof

When used in conjunction with a Silcare Breathe liner, the vacuum is applied directly to the residual limb to further enhance the connection between the limb and the socket.

For more information contact Endolite at: 800.548.3534 or visit endolite.com

Seize this Opportunity

Share your message in O&P’s Industry Announcements section and turn our readers into your customers

- Communicate directly to your target audience
- Dedicated section for readers to reference each month
- Ad units are available in ¼ page increments (3 ½” x 4 ¾”)
- Ads can include a 4-color image and text
- Cost effective – only $310 each
- Bonus! Extend your reach with free online exposure on the new online Industry Announcements section of Healio.com/OandP

To submit your industry announcement, contact Michael Burton:
E-MAIL: mburton@slackinc.com
PHONE: (980) 819-9065
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Introducing Copper Cloud…The Most Comfortable, Healthful and Feature-Rich Diabetic Sock Ever Designed!

Help keep your patients’ feet wound-free, odor-free and feeling great!

Copper Cloud Features:
- Seamless design curbs ulceration
- Moisture-wicking promotes dryer feet
- Ventilated airflow for temperature control
- Non-binding for improved circulation
- Copper yarn means antibacterial/antifungal/anti-odor and softer skin
- Heel and forefoot padding for ultimate comfort
- Light arch support helps relieve achiness
- Y-heel and toe construction for perfect fit

Available in:
3 Styles: Crew Length, Ankle and No-Show
4 Sizes: Extra Small, Small, Medium, Large
2 Colors: Black & White

Heavenly Diabetic Socks™
Irresistible pricing! To learn more or place an order call 800.252.2739 or visit apexfoot.com/coppercloud

AFLEX the quality alternative solution for your Flexure Joints.

Now available 3 styles of thermoformable orthotic joints for custom AFO’s. AFLEX are polyurethane ankle joints that are reinforced with Kevlar Braid.

The Kevlar braid provides superior protection from elongation & joint fracture. AFLEX joints align perfectly without binding. AFLEX joints are conveniently packaged with all you require for custom joint fabrication (Joints, molding dummies, posterior stops x2, screws, washers & technical fabrication instructions).

AFLEX Soft joints for static patients
- 3 sizes
- 1 durometer
- Complete with 2 molding dummies, hardware, 1 rear stop

AFLEX Reinforced joints with Kevlar Braid. Straight shape
- 2 sizes
- 1 durometer
- Complete with 2 molding dummies, hardware, 2 rear stops

AFLEX Dorsi assist with Kevlar braid
- 2 sizes
- 3 durometers
- Complete with 2 molding dummies, hardware, 2 rear stops.
- AFLEX – The COMPLETE range of orthotic joints

Nabtesco & PROTEOR in USA – 855.517.4414
www.nabtesco-proteor-usa.com